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Patriot

Someone asks me, casual dinner party jest
as the crab claws are cleared away
“So will you die for your country”
Surprised, I counter
“Surely it is better to live for it?”

Flippant, my glib mouth fires back
But later, the drive home I think
of patriots, priests, and politicians

Would I be the first to the front
With my finger on the trigger
Or would I move to another land
and nurse the memory with my

television dinner,
the channels flickering
while I think of the beaches and winds
I left behind ?

love is sacrifice
but which comes first
which comes fierce
my country or me ?
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The sirens will wail
long into the night
while I listen to their sounds
wide-eyed and awake
watching the fan thrash overhead

And  neighbours will run
under cover of dark
to hide in friends houses
clutching their lives in their hands

faded photos in silver frames,
passports and money
children asleep in their arms
too sleepy to understand

The phones will ring
flat voices will  threaten
and the children will sleep
uneasy in their beds
harsh voices in their ears
flames in their heads

Years later, I will remember these things
on a hot July night
hearing fragments of voices
wondering when the spark will
ignite again.

1983

There is great sadness
in this July night
the crash of sea surf
the echo of the late train

wisps of cumulus nimbus
a Muslim moon in the east
under the roofs of houses
the innocent sleep tensely
sweltering in the humid heat
waiting for the dawn

when another day comes
when more hate is spawned
then the fear shall spring
then the hate will rise
the light of intolerance
comes to once smiling eyes

then the mobs shall run
then the fires will burn
the innocent will stand helpless
nowhere to turn

I will look for my mother
in a hustling crowd
and she will call my name
in a voice scared but firm

I will be driven through
the dry burning streets
watching through the rear window while
a policeman beats a looter,
who writhes on his knees
sick with the pain
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Old Love

I miss the place
where the sky runs free
where I can walk
ankle deep
in fields of green paddy

Roads twist and turn
hugging the curve of a hill
closer than a lover
embracing the loved

Where I can take shelter
under lithe palms
reaching out towards the  sea
enticing it into the safety of the land

Where grey lizards lie on rock
warmed by the noon sun
lazily flicking at flies

Where you can hear
the tinkle of bells on the street
at midnight
when elephants tread softly

Sleep comes quickly
in this sensuous
tropical heat

wrapped around me
like an old lover.

Meditation in Chelsea

Sometimes
I hate this ash grey town
crumbling around me
yellow halogen lights sickly
casting their glow on the street

where I stand waiting for a bus
to take me to my centrally heated
hermits cell where I sit and look
at the postcard  tucked into the mirror
above the sink where I brush my teeth

every morning, looking at the buildings
bathed in tropical sun, skies that
reign a kingdom bounded only by horizons

where I am someone,  not a  nobody
where I am more than just
another brown face breathing cold
air, wreathing around my mouth

this is not my home

I cannot retreat to the heat
cannot plunge into my Indian Ocean
and float in it’s embrace

I will wake up to the sound of a bell
and the light will be washed out
and the red of the walls will remind me
that I have changed islands
and assumed my new secret identity

my mouth twisting into different shapes
as I feel for the light switch that will
flicker this morning into being .
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Untitled

Carefree and sunburnt, we were driving
from Galle back to Colombo
windows down, afternoon sun streaming in

when we slowed for a crush of vehicles

(accident)

broken glass on the hot asphalt
khaki policeman waving us through

a hushed crowd gathering by the roadside
watching the circus freak show
flashing lights, curious faces staring 

And in that one moment, I saw right
in the middle of the road, 
a pair of shoes with no feet in them

like a fossil found in old limestone

scuffed, brown and polished
laces still neatly tied, tongues sticking out
but no feet, no toes wiggling in them

like a bouquet of old roses

half a mile away, a woman with
flour on her hands
picks up a phone
that has just begun to ring.

Trincomalee Road

A boy walking in a tuxedo
down the heat of the road
against the jade green of paddy

Forever the trees, shading the road

An old woman who turns
and grins madly, toothless
A village saint in exile

Forever the trees, shading the road

The elephant, feet burning on the tar
Walking, patiently, waiting
For the day when it can
sink into the waters of the river again

Forever the trees, shading the road

A funeral, white sheet unwinding
endlessly, a carpet on which
to ascend to heaven

Forever the trees, shading the road

Cinema in my head
Images from another space
Remain locked away, inside.

Forever the trees.
Forever the trees.
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Earthworm Tango

I hate funerals, the
shovelled earth hitting
the wooden lid
bitter sky overcast with rain
or fierce afternoon heat
as the sweat clings to my
one good shirt

While pious men praise you to
the skies with their honest lies
As I gaze at the rest of your
friends on this tired earth

The cliches we murmur as we
approach the ones you left behind
the dry palms we shake
as the hollow words we make

Why can’t we celebrate your life not your death ?
Why can’t we remember
the way you  smiled, you laughed
the way you loved

Faded flowers on fresh earth
as the soil folds you in
it’s cold embrace

It’s not even a proper goodbye
this one way street, things
left unspoken, confidences unbroken

In your grave, as the earthworms
start their perpetual dance
do you too mourn our loss ?
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thinking strange things, dreaming of 
yakuza, and gramophones, and why

I was wearing my fathers grey shirt
on a river boat in New Orleans

Fever hot, I sleep in a nest of pillows
so that the bedghosts can’t get me in my fortress
safe until the dawn of a new night

when new spirits arise
and the ground gives way again.

Bed Ghosts

On nights like these
I sleep curling my body
away from the arc
of the thrashing fan

Fearful that one day
it will stop shaking and shivering
as it has done faithfully
over the years

and instead decide that
enough is enough
no more going round in circles
and fall gracelessly

dissolving me into the
sweat soaked sheets.

On nights like this
I wake up feeling dense,
heavier, as if my gravity 
had shifted in the depths of the night

Making me lurch, lop-sided out of bed
Before I stagger over to the mirror
and reassure myself that, yes
everyone’s present and intact

On nights like these my eyeballs race
reading invisible passages in my mind
conjuring up entire books in the space
of a sleep filled minute
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Noon Shadows

They have the most languid shadows
These men who walk from the swell of the sea
under noon sun, salt drying on burnt skin

The way their hips move in unison
swinging their lazy stride, purple
against the heat of the hot road

As if they were doppelgangers
splitselves, who have decided
to adopt each others gait and see

Unconscious mimics of each others
idiosyncratic loose-hipped strides
Speaking tongues about the men inside

Father and son, talking about jazz, politics,
humility and faith, not realising that their
shadows know more than they reveal.

Grand Mal/Petit Mal

I can no longer trust my body
to do what my brain tells me to do
it is treacherous, deceiving
it lies to me out of the corner of my mouth

it spins me in circles, telling me yes
telling me no, but never telling me
the proper way to go

I try to concentrate, focus my eyes on the
far corner of the room, willing it to stay in one place
instead of moving in front of my mesmerised eyes

But in the small animal part of my head
I am thankful for the small mercies
I would rather lose my vision for a few moments
than lie throwing off the devil in my sleep
as my mother watches anxiously
dabbing the foam from my lips

keeping her midnight vigil
waiting for the demons to leave
her son alone.
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The bass player, lean and tall
watches his fingers carefully
plucking the heartstrings of the double bass
ripping the low notes from the wood

blue note heaven, baby

I’m gonna blow the roof
off this sucker, now
hold onto your hats fellers
it’s big bang time

let there be light
let there be sound

The stage lights are hot,
sweat making his fingers slip
Time to call it a night
Don’t want to anger the jazzgods
by flaunting their gift

A final flourish, then back to the chorus
A sprinkle of applause
Don’t care, amen, hallelujah
Seen the blue note heaven , baby
At least one time tonight
I can sleep like a man

Charlie Parker Knows

Under pressure
the saxman starts to blow
willing the notes from his mind
to his fingers and then to the air

Remembering the cocky changes
the showmanship of scales, from
the piano player, now beaming at him
from the corner of the stage

Your turn now, brother. Sing it now.

Harder and harder, he blows
a dizzying run up and down the
length of the brass
fingers squeezing, fluttering
coaxing the sweet run of black

hemidemisemiquavers, fifths of a blues scale
racing around the world in
eighty bars, over and over
carnatic rhythm throwing the vibe
into the smoke and noise of the room

Like a bird beginning to fly
first he imitates his predecessor
And then, confidently, finding his space
he flinches in pleasure as the
stream turns into a flood

Swinging like Mohammed Ali now
sweet like a butterfly
the sticks of the drummer brushing
the crash, riding the ride
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Ella

Bibadubop

skiddle skidaddle

whee whee whee

badu badu

zibabapumnnuanzair

oobie oobie ooooooh

eebie eebie eeeeeeehh

a tisket
a tiskat

I’ve lost my little basket

diduna didunda

badu
badu

badu

badu

Miles Away

Sweet soulful song
from shiny brass horn
fingers moving like hydra
as the notes sound high up
to the heavens

like butterflies hovering
around the wings of a sail
curved in the breeze

pursed lips, brow furrowed
in concentration, as
cheeks puff in prayer

air turns to gold
and the wind sings along
the memory of home
the echo of jazz
when Miles plays…
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China Bay 

Last night I walked on to the jetty that
pointed like a finger
into the heart of China Bay

Away from the noise of the party
away from the clink of bottles
and the sound of laughter

Not sure of what I was looking for
But willing to commit my search
to the guide of the moonless night

And standing on that
crumbling jetty, iron pilings
and the smell of long-caught fish

I looked up and saw the mirrored sky
stars embedded into the blackness
a thousand galaxies or more
reflected into the still waters
of the Indian Ocean around me.

My breath slowed in my throat
as I stood and stared
alone in my private universe

Sometimes the answers you find
are for the questions you haven’t
even asked as yet.
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Safecracker

Weeks go by, months pass
I begin to believe my heart is made of glass
love slips and slides away
no anchor shall attach
then you come into sight

safecracker, tumble and twist
you find the combination and
suddenly you are within my defences
in the fortress of  my head

will you let me down
will we ever fight
these are questions which do not arise
sift through the sand
there are no stones

steal me away into the dark
I shall be safe in your embrace
only your eyes to guide me
only your touch to taste

I will not protest, into this
gentle silence I will go
Losing everything of myself
and gaining so much more.

Full Moon Fox

How do I love thee baby ?
Let me count the ways
You’re the bee’s knees, the
Cream on the cat’s whiskers
The hieroglyphics on my pyramid

You make my wheels spin
You make my head turn
I want to make your
Rigging creak in the wind, I
Want to make you inhale every breath
With the sweetness that
Comes from knowing that there
is someone who can make you
laugh, smile, whisper things

Someone who will spin you
Until your dizzy, then kiss you until
you’re giddy, then tickle you
until you’re weak with laughter, longing and passion

Crazy like a full moon fox
Howling with the wind
You’re the siren that makes my
Sailor head turn, the coal
That makes my furnace burn,
the wheels are turning,
yeah, I’m yearning for you?..

That’s how I love you baby
So let’s get down to business
Times a wasting…
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Untitled (3 AM)

I realise now
that I have been looking
for your face in crowds
for the past three days

my eyes not knowing
what they were searching for

the line of your neck

the curve of your cheek

the movement of your hair
in sunlight

it comes to me now
as I stare at the hands of the clock
in the small hours of the morning
waiting for my day to start

wishing you were dreaming
next to me
so I could watch you
instead.

Bloom

And then
the most unexpected thing happens
flowers bloom in my chest
something stirs in my stomach
something breeds deep in my throat
like the earth coming to life after
a long dark winter, cold snow
weighing down the branches of trees
salt under foot, trampled for a season

ivy creeps up a brick wall, searching for
the sunlight

no more waiting in vain for love
no more waiting in vain for it to
come hurtling round a corner,
bursting through my window
like a brick in the fever of night
plummetting down onto my naked head
a lost meteor broken free from the sun

it’s here, in my blood and bones
here, in my feet and fingers
uncurling in my cold veins, beating
a path through these valves and arteries

it’s here, hanging over my head
like a djinn, a guardian sparrow-angel
swooping and wheeling with joy
just out of the corner of my eye
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Desire

Desire
Shall I tell you about desire?

Desire is the tingling of the teeth
when you look at the lips
of the one you want to kiss

Desire is the stroking of the hand
flesh on warm flesh, the
calm before the storm, when
passion lies smouldering

I’ll tell you about desire

Desire is when the walls
are eggshell thin, paper
barriers against the
inferno

Desire is dangerous and sweet
a moments succumbing
a lifetimes atonement

Desire is cold and calculating
bringing the spy of lust
into your voyeur heart

Desire is the moment
when water touches fire
and gives birth to steam

I haven’t finished…

Desire is when you want
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When you see the bruised
lips, bee stung into swollen
need, now, kiss, me

that’s desire

when you want to delve
to explore, velvet darkness
the taste deep and hot

that’s desire

when you want to dance
the dance of sin and shame
long and proud

that’s desire

When you want to own
to melt, to liberate, to
conquer and be free

that’s desire.

(so bad you can taste it)

to lick your tongue
down her spine

slow

Desire is when she will
touch your chest to feel
your heart pulsing slow
quick quick

slow

Desire is when the mouth is dry
the tongue like a desert snake
waiting for the oasis

sandstorm dreams

Desire is when you want to
kiss the neck, stroke
the line of her back

devour

But you wait, while
the animal grows
restless, flickering

impatience

Desire is when you cannot
see their eyes without
seeing the flame inside

deep slow soft sweet
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Heat Lightening

When I dream of you
I dream of a girl
born in the flash
of heat lightening

(breathless)

laughing at two years old
you rode a leopard
around the house

(fearless)

the way you hold your body
arched like a cello
as you swing out above the sea

(weightless)

Trouble times will come
and you will lift your head
and face them with
your usual disregard
for destiny

You will swim
You will fly
Everyone will fall in love with you

child of heat lightening

north arrow
your compass does not spin
holds strong and true.
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Nuwara Eliya

We stand together on the first tee
of the golf course
The rolling fairways stretched in shadow
bathed in the early moonlight
My jacket around your shoulders
My arms around your waist
My lips on your cheek
The smell of your hair

Living is easy when you do it by the numbers
But when you do it by the letters
It becomes infinitely more terrifying
And infinitely more exciting

I am not some  moth
Drawn by your incandescent flame
It is simpler than that,
No astral force to blame

The coming together of the two
An accidental brushing of the lips
That leads to sweetness and warmth
Two bodies lying, two mouths talking
In the early morning
Secrets shared, truths  bared
Confessions made straight from the heart

We drive to the edge of the mountain
And stand looking at the constellation
Anxious to see the wandering star
That falls like a stone
a trail of sparks that disappear faster
than I can say your name

Now is the time to live.

Colombo

The creak of the cane chair
As you sit next to me in the darkness
heat lightening flashes across the sky

I reach out and hold your hand
You twist it into the shape you like best
Entwine my fingers in yours

The air is cool
The light is grey
We sit and watch the theatre in the sky

When the bolts of lightening flash
I flinch, and you laugh in joy
Now is the time to live

When you touch my back, my neck, my head
my body  shivers in deliciousness
swallow me, fold me into your limbs
Till I can’t tell mine from yours

All the things that make me smile
All the things that make you sigh.
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Kandy

Your naked body is silhouetted against
The bare boards of the wooden floor
As you tread softly to the window and
look at the quiet square below the window

The line of your back
As you lean out, hiding
your skin with the curtain

the sunrippled lake outside
around which we walked the night before
and saw the floating statue of Buddha
levitating solemnly in the night sky
supported by the forces of faith

I would love to linger
and share the moment for infinity
captured in the lens of your camera

if only  we could disappear into the pictures
whenever we felt like it
take a magic carpet ride into the celluloid
leave the world behind.
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Breath

Perhaps
things will not stay
the same, will change
as the days go past

undercurrents of unease
will pull you away
from me, free
is what you will
want to be

I cannot predict
the turns,  the twists
the way the heart moves
nobody knows
nobody knows

But for now it is enough
to lie in your arms
and listen to the sound
of your breath
as it becomes my own.

Galle

Walk into the sand with me
Hold my hand as we brave the surf
I want to disappear into the water
Fighting it, feeling it mold against me

Lying down as the waves roll around us
Lazily looking at the arc of the sun
as the fisherman dry their nets by their boats

I’ve never needed this before
I’ve always wanted this
I don’t need this anymore
I will always desire
my mouth dry

Everybody has the dream
like a tattoo that has long been forgotten
invisible to the mind
but not to the soul

when something exists in the limbo
between birth and being
it defies the definition
eradicates the exposition

two roads travel side by side
grazing tangentially, mathematically
and then at an  unseen turn in the road
touch and become one

breathe in the peace
the world has gone away
it will not disturb us
Now is the time to live.
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Surf Song

I wish I could take
this velvet night
and wrap it around you
like a cloak

I wish I could take
these distant stars
and place them like diamonds
at the base of your throat

I wish I could take
the moon ripples in the sea
and weave them into a dress
that dazzles the sun

But all I can do
is sing silently to you
in the hours before dawn
when I lie propped on one arm

watching you dream
your ocean dreams.

Fire/Devil

I will sin for you
the taste of sacrilege in my mouth
Your laughing eyes goading me
as I throw myself under the chariot

It is all a stage act, magic
for the dispossesed
Eager to seize a goddess
for the new day, an idol

You can lie
You can cheat
You can promise the moon
You can cut
You can hurt
No fight I have for your words

Sin for you, I will
Heaven will not ask for me, no
dark rose you are
fire/devil.
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Hummingbird

And then you dart
from my side
through the side streets

gone in a second

Distracted by some new
sight, new scent, new
sound

Only to return, curiosity
satisfied, no longer
thirsty

But I like you best
when you are asleep
in bed, beside me

your lips open

your body underlined by the
weave of the sheet

hair curled around your sleeping face

I like you, hummingbird
when you are still
no longer in flight
but at peace

at rest.

Dublin

Will you walk these streets with me ?
Take my hand and explore
the hidden spaces ?

At night will you lie in my arms
and listen to the river sounds
that rise like birds
circling the heart of the city

Cobbled streets are more than
mere roadways
each a labour of love, jigsaw
of care, set under our soles

We’ll wander through the streets
peering at restaurant menus
until we find the perfect
monkfish and scallops

We’ll sit in sunlit cafes
and watch the people outside
walk by, cocooned in
their own lives

Every night we move like spoons
easily flipping back and forth
me cradling you like you were
always part of me anyway.
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Perfect Moment

I dream of you in rocking carriages, trains
flying softly on rails of steel
I dream of you in sleeping airplanes
night light winks off five seats ahead

I dream of you in river hotels
sleeping while I lie awake
I dream of you in churches and fields
camera raised to your eye
capturing the world

I dream of you in the middle of the day
a caf‚, a book, a glass of iced tea
I dream of how you tastesmellfeel everything
Your endless curiosity

I dream of you in narrow streets
in languages I have not learnt
I dream of you in crowds and sun
waiting for that perfect moment

When it comes you know it
A gift I do not have
Treading water until the time comes
Means that you sometimes miss it completely

And then it is gone
like sand disappearing
in an hourglass.

Untitled

I love you
in hip hop clubs
where the bass
kicks my heart
like a drum

I love you
on the balcony
watching the river
flow past
like a dream
that never ends

I love you
in your red lined coat
at the pub
where the flowers
hang over our heads

I love you
at midnight
as you peer at books
through a shop window
not knowing that
I watch you

secretly.
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A kiss, like a benediction
in the early hours of light
slow breath, grace at rest

the sleep of the truly blessed

All these memories
holed up in my head
memories for a winters day

when the past is another country
these dreams will stay with me
forever.

(he makes love
in straight lines

she makes love
in curves)

Straight Line/Curves

I remember a girl
silhouetted against
a field of fireflies
eyes laughing in the darkness

I remember a girl
alone on  a rock
meditating in moonlight
Amidst an ocean of green

I remember a girl
wishing she had wings
so she could fly
unafraid in clear blue skies

I remember a girl
wishing she had lungs of water
so she could swim
the fathomless depths with no fear

saltwater kisses taste so sweet

I remember a girl
eyes filled with sleep
nestled in my arms

silent dawn, safe from harm

Clinging to me like ivy
around an old oak tree
comfort in a storm

curled catlike, breath sweet and warm
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A single sheet over
our naked bodies
lazy fan spinning  overhead

Soon we will rise
Soon we will wake
Soon our tumbleweed dreams will end

But for now, we lie still
in calm half-sleep
Safe in the arms
Safe in the heart
of the desert.

Dreaming Arizona

My baby and me
we play a game
sometimes
in the early hours
of a winter morning

We lie in bed
and close our eyes
and outside
we dream up Arizona

On the edge of a desert
dawn sun rising
iguanas scuttle between rocks
seeking the retreating shade

We are in a small hotel
Fly-shutter doors and
pay-per-view TV
But the sheets are clean
and the coffees good

Outside we hear someone
drag a trunk
across the car park
and the thunk of a closing lid

Two doors down
someone switches on a
radio, old jazz
comes floating through
the paper thin walls
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Healing Hands

I want to lay healing hands on you
To take away the pain and the sorrow
that lies deep within you, like some
vein of hardened metal

I want to understand that which moves you
the constellation of your private universe
the position and depth of your stars
what makes you who you are

I want to interpret the secret language
you speak without words, the one
that is whispered in the tilt of your
downturned head, when you are alone

I want to see the message in your eyes
that I have been blind to, the unknown
unspoken words that linger in your throat
like carp submerged in winter ponds.

The Silent Mouth

The cheating of the lips
this, does it reveal
a weakness of the head
the hearts empty promise ?

The concealing eyes, they
evade the truth by
shading, ducking diving
do they not ?

The silent mouth lies
louder than if it was open
A moment’s madness
now swells into a facade

covering the skeleton of
the truth inside; outside
blankness. Sin is written
all over the face.

Embrace. Replace. Taste.
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Unlock the love, the pain
the essence of your being
I wish I could find the key

I wish I could close my eyes and see
Tear away the veil that surrounds you
And finally set you free.

Secret Gardens

For that one moment
When I see you beside me
Gone is the ghost of
the girl I knew

And there
a shadow amongst shadows
I see a glimpse of
other lives, other lives

other stories as yet untold
other fates as  yet uninvented

Your body coiled and strong
relaxed at peace in the world
eyes shaded in darkness
waiting for salvation,

For that one moment
I see you lithe and strong
allowing me deep inside
private places, where no one goes

But there are places more
intimate, more hidden
secret gardens, gates
locked even against yourself

Your solemn eyes, like
an invitation to the dance

I wish I could slip under
the lining of your skin
but for an instant
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but for now I see you
when you inhabit
the eye of the storm

and have learned what it means
to be still.

Storm

Sometimes
I see you stare at those
who cross your path
insolently

Sometimes I see you wilful
petulant and unwilling
to bend to the dictates
of the world around you

But I like you most
when you are laughing,
running through the sun
clean limbed and full of grace

free from the burdens
of your past, the weight
of history off your shoulders

so that you can be the
one who dances naked
in the moonlight
in the hours before dawn

so you can be the one
who swims fearlessly
through the dark waters
not afraid of the shadows

there will always be
a tempest in your heart
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Desiderata

I have caught you
at this perfect time
the end of your innocence
the rebirth of mine

When your past lies behind you
Your future an open road
Born at the right time
Born with an old soul

I still see that
mischief in your eyes
A well of secret laughter
A woman of endless surprise

Not yet at rest in yourself
No longer  a girl
Afraid of what’s inside
No longer afraid of the world.

Lighthouse Time

Lighthouse time beats
twenty one seconds to the clock
steady and sure as
my heartbeat against your head

heat lightening like visiting angels
above our sweetly tangled bodies

lighthouse time is beyond
the restraints of logic, or space
or weather, or distance, or sound
it exists in two people’s heads

buddhist chants, temple bells
break the silence of the night

lighthouse time

exists in the slow heat
of a tropical kiss, warmth
exchanged in the sultry
heart of the early morning

waves returning to the earth after
their journey around the ocean

in the middle of the day
when chaos is erupting,
take off your watch, stop
looking at the clock

close your eyes
and wait for that sweep of light
that arc, pure and true
coming around again
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Not share you with the static
Not give you up to the noise
tune in loud and clear
like an old radio on a summer night

high

and

clear.

Radio Song

Goddamn I love you
and I’m gonna hit you
like an avalanche,
like a tonne of bricks,

When I see you next,
I will hold you tighter than
my deepest secret

and whirl and waltz you
around the room

Damn you’re beautiful
like a cool drink on
a hot day

like a

snowflake

in the month of May

Don’t want nights
Don’t want days
Just want years where
I can lock you away

just for my self
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Passenger Seat

When the party’s over
and we’ve said a dozen goodbyes
you will sleep and I will drive
looking at you out of the corner of my eye

in the glow of the dashboard
your sleeping face is gentle
no more furrowed brow
no more worried wrinkle

these are the times when my heart is content
these are the moments when all is well
these are the times when I enjoy you deliciously
the moment when trust is absolute

when I am driving you home
and you sleep
in the passenger seat.
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Back Garden Boogie

Stick on the old 45’s
And wind up the record player
tonight we will dance in the moonlight
to the sounds of the big band

The kids will hunt for earthworms
by the light of flickering candles
And you, you fool, you will dance
with me, like we did before
we were old and thoughtful

When the cornet player stands up to
do his lazy solo
we will swing by the light of the stars
as if they were the chandeliers of the rich

And the band will play
Our secret song
Over and over.
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Notes

Afdhel Aziz was born in Sri Lanka and has worked as
a journalist, scriptwriter, TV presenter and DJ. This is
his first book. He is currently working on a novel .

For more information contact:

Afdhelaziz@yahoo.com

To order copies of this book visit www.amazon.com
or www.iuniverse.com

Website: 

http://Members.tripod.com/~afdhel

Photography: Shehani Fernando
shehani@hotmail.com

Design: Geoff Cowan 
glcjohnny@btinternet.com 
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China Bay Blues
by Afdhel Aziz

Enter a world of heat lightening and jazz, old
radios and secret songs, the conversations that
lovers  have in the moments before dawn.
Afdhel Aziz draws on the rich imagery of his
home Sri Lanka to create poems of simple
intimacy, capturing the lush beauty of the
country, as well as its darker sides. 
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